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INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper all rings considered will be commutative rings 
with identity. We shall consider the consequences for a ring of the flatness 
of certain classes of its modules. Since flatness is determined by the finitely 
generated ideals of a ring we shall in a real sense be studying conditions on 
these ideals. 
A coherent ring is a ring whose finitely generated ideals are finitely 
presented. Chase has proved [3, Theorem 2.11 that a ring is coherent if 
and only if any direct product of its flat modules is flat. In [8, Theorem 1 J 
we proved that a ring R is coherent if and only if Hom,(B, C) is flat 
whenever B and C are injective R-modules. We define a ring R to be semi- 
coherent if Hom,(B, C) is a submodule of a flat R-module whenever B and 
C are injective R-modules. This is a property shared by both integral 
domains and Noetherian rings. We prove in Proposition 1.1 that a reduced 
ring R is semi-coherent if and only if min R is compact. Proposition 1.3 
states that if R is a semi-coherent ring, then a finitely generated submodule 
of a free R-module is flat if and only if it is projective. 
A regular ring is a ring whose finitely generated ideals are direct sum- 
mands of the ring. Equivalently it is a ring such that every one of its 
modules is flat. Inspired by our definition of semi-coherent we define a ring 
to be semi-regular if every module is a submodule of a flat module. 
Proposition 2.2 states that if the total ring of quotients of a ring R is semi- 
regular, then R is a semi-coherent ring. An even stronger connection with 
the notion of coherence is provided by Proposition 2.3: A ring R is semi- 
regular if and only if R is coherent and RM is semi-regular for every 
maximal ideal M of R. 
Proposition 2.7 states that if R is a reduced ring, then R is semi-regular if 
and only if R is regular; and Proposition 3.4 states that if R is a Noetherian 
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ring, then R is semi-regular if and only if R is self-injective; i.e., R is a 
quasi-Frobenius ring. Thus regular rings and quasi-Frobenius rings are 
seen to have a common denominator of definition-they are both extreme 
examples of semi-regular ings. A further class of semi-regular ings, and an 
additional reason for studying them, is given by Proposition 5.3: If R is a 
Priifer domain and I is a non-zero finitely generated ideal of R, then R/I is 
a semi-regular ing. This generalizes the theorem that if R is a Dedekind 
ring and I is a non-zero ideal of R, then R/I is a quasi-Frobenius ring. We 
further prove in Proposition 5.7 that if R is a valuation ring, then R is 
almost maximal if and only if R/Z is a self-injective, semi-regular ing for 
every non-zero finitely generated ideal I of R. 
If A is a module over a ring R, then we say that A is semi-injective if 
every R-homomorphism from a finitely generated ideal of R to A can be lif- 
ted to an R-homomorphism from R to A. Of course if R is Noetherian, 
then by Baer’s Theorem, A is semi-injective if and only if it is actually injec- 
tive. The concept of semi-injective modules is of fundamental importance to 
the theory of semi-regular ings. In fact we prove the following complete 
generalization of the properties of quasi-Frobenius rings (Propositions 3.3, 
4.1, and 4.4). 
THEOREM. Let R be a commutative ring. Then the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) R is a semi-regular ring. 
(2) An R-module is flat if and only if it is semi-injective. 
(3) R is a coherent ring and a semi-injective R-module. 
(4) R is a coherent ring and has the double annihilator condition on 
finitely generated ideals. 
(5) R is a coherent ring and every finitely presented R-module is 
reflexive. 
In Section 6 we examine the non-essential prime ideals of a semi-regular 
ring and show that they are both maximal and minimal prime ideals and 
are direct summands of the ring. Finally, in Section 7 we look at a number 
of examples. 
1. SEMI-COHERENT RINGS 
DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring with 1. We say that R is 
semi-coherent if Hom.(B, C) is a submodule of a flat R-module for every 
pair of injective R-modules B and C. 
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EXAMPLES. (1) If R is coherent, then R is semi-coherent. For we have 
proved [8, Theorem l] that a commutative ring R is coherent if and only if 
Hom,(B, C) is a flat R-module for every pair of injective R-modules B and 
C. Thus, in particular, a Noetherian ring is semi-coherent. 
(2) If R is an integral domain, then R is semi-coherent. For if B and 
C are injective R-modules, then Hom,(B, C) is torsion-free, and hence 
Hom,(B, C) c Q OR Hom,(B, C), where Q is the quotient field of R (see 
[l, Corollary 1.5, p. 1281 and [I, Proposition 2.3, p. 1301). 
A commutative ring is said to be reduced if it has no non-zero nilpotent 
elements. We let min R denote the spectrum of minimal prime ideals of R. 
The following Proposition generalizes both of the preceding examples. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R be a reduced commutative ring. Then R is semi- 
coherent f and only if min R is compact. 
Proof Let E be the injective evelope of R. Since R is a reduced ring, it 
is known that EgHom,(E, E), and that E is a regular commutative ring 
extension of R (see [lo, Proposition 1.121). Furthermore, min R is com- 
pact if and only if E is a flat R-module (see [ 10, Proposition 1.161). 
Suppose that R is semi-coherent. Since ErHom.(E, E), E is contained 
in a flat R-module and hence is a direct summand of that flat R-module, 
and thus E is flat. Therefore, min R is compact. 
Conversely, suppose that min R is compact so that E is a flat R-module. 
Let B and C be injective R-modules, and let F be a free R-module mapping 
onto B. Then F= C, 0 R,, where R, g R; and we let G = C, 0 E,, where 
E, g E. Then Fc G, and hence the mapping of F onto B extends to a map- 
ping of G onto B. Thus we have Hom,(B, C) c Hom,(G, C). Now G is an 
E-module, and hence Hom,(G, C) is also an E-module. Since E is a regular 
ring, Hom,(G, C) is a flat E-module. And since E is a flat R-module, 
Hom,(G, C) is also a flat R-module. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let R be a semi-coherent ring and S a multiplicatively 
closed subset of R. Then R, is also a semi-coherent ring. 
Proof: Let B and C be injective R,-modules. Since R, is a flat R- 
module, B and C are also injective R-modules. Thus Hom.(B, C) c A 
where A is a flat R-module. But Hom,(B, C) = Horn&B, C) and hence 
Hom.,(B, C) c A,. Since A, is a flat R,-module, we see that R, is a semi- 
coherent ring. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let R be a semi-coherent ring and P a finitely 
generated flat submodule of a free R-module F. Then P is a projective R- 
module. 
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Proof: We can assume that F is finitely generated so that A = F/P is a 
finitely presented R-module. We wish to prove that A has projective dimen- 
sion d 1. It is sufficient to prove that if D is a homomorphic image of an 
injective R-module B, then Extk(A, D) = 0. Let C be an injective R-module; 
then Hom.(D, C) c Hom,(B, C), and hence Horn,(I), C) is a submodule 
of a flat R-module. Since A has weak dimension < 1, it follows that 
Torf(Hom,(D, C), A) = 0. But since A is finitely presented we have a 
canonical epimorphism (see [ 1, Proposition 5.3, p. 1201): 
Torf(Hom,(D, C), A) -+ Hom,JExt!JA, D), C) -+ 0. 
Thus Hom,(ExtL(A, II), C) = 0. Since C is an arbitrary injective R-module, 
it follows that Extk(A, D) = 0. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let R be a reduced ring such that min R is compact. 
Then a finitely generated flat submodule of a free R-module is projective. 
Proqf Propositions 1.1 and 1.3. 
Remarks. (1) Corollary 1.4 is a considrable strenghtening of [ 10, 
Proposition 2.41. 
(2) If R is an integral domain, or a Noetherian ring, then it is well 
known that every finitely generated flat R-module is projective (this can 
also be easily derived from Proposition 1.3). The assertion, however, is false 
even for coherent rings as is demonstrated by the example of a regular ring 
that is not a semi-simple ring. 
(3) It is not true in general that if R,,, is a coherent ring for every 
maximal ideal A4 of R, then R is coherent, or even semi-coherent. For let R 
be a ring of weak global dimension 1 that is not semi-hereditary. Then R, 
is a valuation ring, and hence a coherent ring, for every maximal ideal M 
of R. However, R is not a semi-coherent ring since it has finitely generated 
flat ideals that are not projective-a contradiction to Proposition 1.3. 
2. SEMI-REGULAR RINGS 
DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring with 1. We shall say that R is 
a semi-regular ring if every R-module can be embedded in a flat R-module. 
It is clear that a ring is semi-regular if and only if every injective module is 
flat. Since every module over a regular ring is flat, a regular ring is certainly 
semi-regular. If R is a reduced ring, then the converse is true, as we shall 
see in Proposition 2.7. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R be a semi-regular ring. Then: 
(1) Every non-unit of R is a zero divisor in R (i.e., R is equal to its 
total ring of quotients). 
(2) If S is a multiplicatively closed subset of R, then R, is a semi- 
regular ring. 
Proof (1) Let a be a non-unit of R, and suppose that a is not a zero 
divisor in R. Then we have an exact sequence 0 -+ R -+“ R. Let C be an 
injective envelope of R/Ra. Then C is a flat and so 0 -+ C -+“ C is exact. 
But R/Ra c C, and hence we have a contradiction. 
(2) Let A be an R,-module and C a flat R-module containing A. 
Then A z A, c C,, and C, is a flat R,-module. 
The next proposition ties together the concepts of semi-regular and semi- 
coherent. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R be a commutative ring with 1, and let Q be the 
total ring of quotients of R. If Q is a semi-regular ring, then R is a semi- 
coherent ring. Thus in this case finitely generated Jlat submodules of free R- 
modules are projective. 
Proof Let B and C be injective R-modules, and let F be a free R- 
module mapping onto B. Then Fc Q 0 R F; and since B is injective, 
Q OR F maps onto B. Therefore, HomJB, C) c Hom,JQ 0 R F, C). Now 
Q @ R F is a free Q-module, and hence Horn ,JQ 0 R F, C) is an injective Q- 
module. Since Q is semi-regular, it follows that Hom,(Q 0 R F, C) is a flat 
Q-module. But Q is a flat R-module, and thus Hom.(Q OR F, C) is a flat 
R-module as well. Thus we have shown that Hom,(B, C) is contained in a 
flat R-module, and hence R is a semi-coherent ring. The last statement of 
the proposition follows from Proposition 1.3. 
Notation. If A is a module over a ring R, we shall denote the R-injective 
envelope of A by E(A ). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R be a commutative ring with 1. Then the follow- 
ing statements are equivalent: 
(1 ) R is a semi-regular ring. 
(2) R is a coherent ring and R, is a semi-regular ring for every 
maximal ideal M qf R. 
(3) R is a coherent ring and E(R/M) is a flat R-module for every 
maximal ideal M of R. 
Proof: (1) Z- (2) Let B and C be injective R-modules. Then B is flat, 
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and hence Hom,( B, C) is an injective R-module. Therefore, Hom,(B, C) is 
a flat R-module. Thus R is a coherent ring by [8, Theorem 11. By 
Proposition 2.1 R, is a semi-regular ing for every maximal ideal M of R. 
(2) =j (3) Let A4 be a maximal ideal of R and let C = E(R/M). Let 
s E R - M and let x be a non-zero element of C. Then there exists r E R such 
that rx is a non-zero element of R/M. Hence s(rx) # 0, and so sx # 0. Thus 
multiplication by s is a monomorphism on C. Therefore SC is isomorphic 
to C, and hence SC is a direct summand of C. But C is indecomposable, 
and so SC = C. Thus C is uniquely divisible by the elements of R - M, and 
hence C is an R,,-module. It is clear that as an R,,-module, C is the injec- 
tive envelope of R,/MR,. Since R, is semi-regular, C is a flat R,- 
module. But R,,, is a flat R-module, and hence C is also a flat R-module. 
(3) * (1) Let {M,) be the collection of maximal ideals of R and let 
U = n, E( R/M,). Since E(R/M,) is flat for every M, and R is a coherent 
ring, every direct product of copies of U is flat. But every R-module can be 
embedded in some direct product of copies of U, and hence R is a semi- 
regular ring. 
PROPOSITION 2.4 (The “2 out of 3” Lemma). Let R be a semi-regular 
ring and 0 -+ A -+ B + C + 0 an exact sequence of R-modules. If any two of 
these modules is flat, then so is the third. In particular, if B is flat and A is 
free, then B is faithfully flat. 
Proof: It is always true that if A and C are flat, then so is B; and it is 
always true that if B and C are flat, then so is A. Hence assume that A and 
B are flat. Then Tor,R( -, C) = 0. Let D be any R-module; then D c G, 
where G is a flat R-module. Hence we have an exact sequence: 
0 = Tor,R(G/D, C) -+ Torf(D, C) + Torf(G, C) = 0. 
Thus Torf(D, C) = 0, and so C is flat. 
Notation. If R is a commutative ring, a E R, and A is an R-module, then 
Ann, a= {xEA ( ax=O}. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let R be a semi-regular ring and let E be the injective 
envelope of R. Then the following statements are true. 
( 1) E is a faithfully flat R-module and EJR is flat. 
(2) If J is an ideal of R, then JEnR=J. 
(3) IfaER and I=ann,a, then Ann,a=IE. 
(4) If R is a quasi-local ring with maximal ideal M, then E = R + ME, 
and E/ME 2 R/M. 
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Proof: (1) This follows from Proposition 2.4. 
(2) Because E/R is flat, if we tensor the exact sequence 0 + R --f 
E -+ E/R -+ 0 with RJJ we obtain the exact sequence 0 + R/J+ EIJE --f 
E/( R + JE) + 0. Hence 0 = ker( R/J + EIJE) = (R n JE)/J. Thus R n JE = J. 
(3) We have an exact sequence 0 + I + R --to R. Since E is flat, if we 
tensor this exact sequence with E we obtain the exact sequence 
O-+IORE-tE-,aE.ButbecauseEisflat,wehaveIO.ErIEandthus 
IE=Ann,a. 
(4) Let x be a non-zero element of E. Since E is the injective 
envelope of R, there exists a E R such that ax is a non-zero element of R. 
Hence by (2) we have ax E aE n R = Ra. Thus there exists r E R such that 
ax = ar. Let I= Ann, u; then by (3) we have x-r E Ann, a = IE. Therefore 
x E R + ZE c R + ME. Hence E= R + ME. It now follows from (2) that 
E/ME = ( R + ME)/ME g RI(ME n R) = R/M. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let R be a semi-regular ring. Then the following 
statements are true. 
(1) If I is a flat ideal of R, then R/I is flat, and R/I is a semi-regular 
ring. 
(2) If P is a flat prime ideal qf R, then P is both a maximal and a 
minimal prime ideal of R and R/PER, is a field, and hence an injective R- 
module. 
Proof: (1) Let I be a flat ideal of R. Then R/Z is flat by 
Proposition 2.4. Hence if b E 1, then there exists c E I such that (1 - c) b = 0. 
Thus if S = { 1 + a ( a E I], then I, = 0. Hence R/Zr R,/I, = R, is a semi- 
regular ring by Proposition 2.1 
(2) Let P be a flat prime ideal of R. Then by (l), R/P is a semi- 
regular integral domain. Hence by Proposition 2.1, R/P is a field; i.e., P is a 
maximal ideal of R. If S= { 1 + a 1 a E P}, then R, = R,, and hence as in 
(1) we have PR, = P, = 0. Thus P is a minimal prime ideal of R and 
R/Pr R,/PR, = R,. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let R be a commutative ring with 1. Then the follow- 
ing statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is a regular ring. 
(2) R is a reduced, semi-regular ing. 
Proof: (1) * (2) This is a trivial assertion. 
(2) * (1) Let M be a maximal ideal of R. Then it is easy to see that 
R, is also a reduced ring; and by Proposition 2.1 R, is a semi-regular 
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ring. Thus since R is a regular ring if and only if every prime ideal of R is a 
maximal ideal, we can assume without loss of generality that R is a quasi- 
local ring with maximal ideal M. 
Let E be the injective envelope of R. Then by [ 10, Theorem 1.123 E is a 
commutative regular ring extension of R. Thus E/ME is a flat E-module. 
Since EIMEr RIM by Proposition 2.5, R/M is a flat E-module. But E is R- 
flat, and hence RIM is also R-flat. Therefore M is R-flat, and so by 
Proposition 2.6, RIMz R, = R. Therefore R is a field. 
Remarks. Let R be a semi-regular ing that is not reduced; i.e., not a 
regular ring by Proposition 2.7. Then it follows immediately from 
Proposition 2.4 that fin. w. gl. dim R = 0, and w. gl. dim R = co. 
3. SEMI-INJECTIVE MODULES 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R he a semi-regular ring and A a finitely presented 
R-module. Then Ext>( A, T) = 0 for every flat R-module T and n > 0. 
Proof: Let C be an injective R-module. Since R is a coherent ring, we 
have Tor,R(Hom,(T, C), A)zHom.(Ext”,(A, T), C) by [S, Theorem 11. 
Since T is flat and C is injective, Hom,( T, C) is injective. But since R is a 
semi-regular ing, Hom,( T, C) is flat. Therefore, Tor,R(Hom,( T, C), A) = 0 
for all n > 0. Hence Hom,(Ext”,(A, T), C) = 0 for all n > 0. Since C is an 
arbitrary injective R-module, we have Ext”,(A, T) = 0 for all n > 0. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let R he a semi-regular ring, and A a finitely generated 
submodule of a ,free R-module F. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) A isjlat. 
(2) A is projective. 
(3) A is a direct summand qf F. 
Proof (1) =+ (3) We can assume that F is finitely generated. Since A is 
flat and F/A is finitely presented, we have Extk(F/A, A) = 0 by 
Proposition 3.1. Thus A is a direct summand of F. 
(3) * (2) and (2) j ( 1) are trivial assertions. 
DEFINITION. We shall say that a module A over a commutative ring R 
is semi-injective if every R-homomorphism from a finitely generated ideal of 
R into A can be lifted to an R-homomorphism from R into A. 
Remarks. (1) It is clear that an R-module A is semi-injective if and 
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only if Extk(R/Z, A) = 0 for all finitely generated ideals Z of R. Since an R- 
module A is flat if and only if Torf(R/Z, A) = 0 for all finitely generated 
ideals I of R, we see that semi-injective and flat are dual notions. 
(2) Of course injective R-modules are semi-injective. And it is easy to 
see that any direct sum or direct product of semi-injective modules is again 
semi-injective. It is also not hard to show that R is a Noetherian ring if and 
only if the class of injective R-modules is equal to the class of semi-injective 
R-modules. 
(3) If R is an integral domain, then it is an easy exercise to show that 
R is a Priifer domain if an only if the class of divisible R-modules is equal 
to the class of semi-injective R-modules. This theorem is dual to the 
theorem of Hattori that R is a Priifer domain if and only if the class of tor- 
sion-free R-modules is equal to the class of flat R-modules. 
(4) In the next proposition we will show that a ring R is semi-regular 
if and only if the notions of flat and semi-injective are self-dual. In the light 
of Remark (3) this perhaps explains why a factor ring of a Priifer domain 
by a non-zero, finitely generated ideal is a semi-regular ing, as we shall 
show in Proposition 5.3. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let R be a commutative ring with 1. Then the follow- 
ing statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is a semi-regular ing. 
(2) R is a coherent ring, and R is a semi-injective R-module. 
(3) R is a coherent ring and every flat R-module is semi-injective. 
(4) An R-module is flat if and only ij” it is semi-injective. 
Proof: (1) * (3) This is a consequence of Propositions 2.3 and 3.1. 
(3) * (2) This is a trivial assertion. 
(2) 3 (1) Let C be an injective R-module and I a finitely generated 
ideal of R. Since R is a coherent ring we have by [8, Theorem l] an 
isomorphism: 
Torf(Hom,(R, C), R/Z)rHom,(Extk(R/Z, R), C)=O. 
Therefore, Cr Hom,JR, C) is a flat R-module. Thus R is a semi-regular 
ring. 
(1) + (4) By Proposition 3.1 flat R-modules are semi-injective. On 
the other hand let A be a semi-injective R-module. Let C be an injective 
R-module and I a finitely generated ideal of R. By [8, Theorem l] 
we have Torf(Hom,(A, C), R/Z)gHom,(Extk(R/Z, A), C) =O. There- 
fore Hom,(A, C) is a flat R-module. Hence by Proposition 3.1 
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Extk(R/Z, Hom,(A, C)) = 0. But by [l, Proposition 5.1, p. 1201 we have 
0 = Extk(R/Z, Hom,(A, C))zHom.(Torp(R/Z, A), C). Since C is an 
arbitrary injective R-module, we have Torp(R/Z, A) = 0. Therefore, A is a 
flat R-module. 
(4) =z- (1) An injective R-module is semi-injective, hence flat. Thus R 
is a semi-regular ing. 
DEFINITION. A commutative ring R with 1 is said to be a quasi- 
Frobenius ring if R is a Noetherian self-injective ring. An equivalent 
definition of a quasi-Frobenius ring is that it is a ring over which every 
projective module is injective. In the next proposition we show that a 
quasi-Frobenius ring is the same as a Noetherian, semi-regular ing. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let R be a commutative ring with 1. Then the follow- 
ing statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
(2) R is a Noetherian, semi-regular ing. 
(3) An R-module is projective if and only if it is injective. 
(4) An R-module is projective if and only if it is semi-injective. 
(5) An R-module is ,flat lf and only [f it is injective. 
Proof (1)o (2) For Noetherian rings semi-injective is the same as 
injective, and hence the equivalence follows from Proposition 3.3. 
(2) * (5) This also follows from Proposition 3.3. 
(5) * (2) Certainly R is semi-regular. Since a direct sum of injective 
modules is flat, and hence injective, it follows (see Bass’ proof in [3]) that 
R is a Noetherian ring. 
(5) + (3) A projective R-module is flat, and hence injective. Conver- 
sely, let C be an injective R-module, and let F be a free R-module mapping 
onto C with kernel A. Since C is flat, A is also flat. But then A is injective 
by assumption, and hence Fz A @ C. Thus C is a projective R-module. 
(3) 5 (1) Certainly R is a self-injective ring. Since a direct sum of 
injective R-modules is projective, and hence injective, R is a Noetherian 
ring (see Bass’ proof in [ 31). 
Clearly (1) and (3) together imply (4). 
(4) * (3) An injective R-module is semi-injective, hence projective, 
and hence flat. Thus R is a semi-regular ing. Let P be a projective R- 
module, and C an injective R-module containing P. Then C is flat, and 
hence by Proposition 2.4, C/P is flat. Therefore, by Proposition 3.3 CJP is 
semi-injective. Hence by assumption CJP is projective. Thus Cz PO CJP, 
and so P is an injective R-module. 
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Remarks. It is an easy exercise to show that a commutative ring with 1 
is a semi-simple ring (i.e., a finite direct sum of fields) if and only if it is a 
reduced, Noetherian, semi-regular ring (i.e., a reduced quasi-Frobenius 
ring). 
4. THE DOUBLE ANNIHILATOR CONDITION AND REFLEXIVE MODULES 
DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring with 1. R is said to satisfy 
the double annihilator condition on finitely generated ideals if 
Ann,(Ann, I) = I for every finitely generated ideal I of R. One of the 
equivalent conditions for a Noetherian ring to be a quasi-Frobenius ring is 
that it satisfy the double annihilator condition on ideals 15, Chap. 5, Exer- 
cise 151. That this is really a theorem about semi-regular ings in general is 
shown by the next proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let R be a commutative ring with 1. Then the follow- 
ing statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is a semi-regular ing. 
(2) R is a coherent ring and satisfies the double annihilator condition 
on finitely generated ideals. 
(3) R is a coherent ring that satisfies the double annihilator condition 
on principal ideals; and 
Ann, I+ Ann, J= Ann,(Zn J) 
.for every pair of finitely generated ideals I and J of R. 
ProoJ: We define 4: RjIQR1J-r R/(I+ J) by &a+ I, b+ J)= (a- b)+ 
(I + J) for all a, b E R, and we define 1: R/(In J) -+ R/I@ R/J by 
2(a + (In J)) = (a + Z, a + J) for all a E R. Then we have an exact sequence: 
(i) O- R/(In J) i. R/I@ R/J& R/(I+ J) - 0. 
From this we obtain an exact sequence: 
(ii) O- Hom,(R/(/+ J), R) ‘* + Hom,(R/I@ R/J, R) 
&Hom,(R/(Zn J), R) - Ext;(R/(Z+ J), R) 
- Ext;(R(I, R) @ Ext;(R/J, R). 
We also define 0: Ann, I@Ann, J -+Ann,I+Ann,J by tl(s,t)=s+t 
for all SE Ann, I and t E Ann, J; and we define 6: Ann, In Ann, J-r 
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Ann,IQAnn,J by 6(r)=(~, -Y) for all rEAnn,InAnn.J. Then we 
have an exact sequence: 
(iii) O- Ann, In Ann, J6’ Ann, I@ Ann, J 
A Ann, I+Ann, J- 0. 
Now if K is any ideal of R, there is a canonical isomorphism 
Ann, K--t Hom,(R/K, R) given by c +f, where f( 1 + K) = c, for all 
cEAnn, K. Since Ann,(Z+ J)=Ann, InAnn, J and Ann, I+Ann, Jc 
Ann.(Zn J), we have a commutative diagram with exact rows: 
(iv) 
0-t Ann,InAnn,J --% Ann,IQAnn,J --% Ann,I+Ann,J -+Q 
1 
= 
1 
= 
I 
L 
O-, Ann,(I+ J) A Ann,I@Ann, J --% Ann,(Zn J) 
1 
2 
J 
I 
I= 
0 -+ Hom,(R/(I+ J), R)s Hom.(R/I@ R/J, R)x+ Hom,(R/(In J), R). 
It follows from this diagram that Ann, Z+Ann, J= Ann.(Zn J) if and 
only if i* is onto. 
(1) * (3) Let UE R and let b E Ann.(Ann, Ra). Then 
Ann, a c Ann, b and hence there exists an R-homomorphism f: Ra + R 
given by f(ua) = rb for r E R. Since R is semi-injective by Proposition 3.3, f 
extends to an R-homomorphism g: R + R. Thus b =f(a) = g(a) = ag( 1 ), 
and so b E Ra. Therefore, Ann,(Ann, Ra) = Ra, and R has the double 
annihilator condition on principal ideals. 
Furthermore, since R is semi-injective, we have Exti( R/(Z+ J), R) = 0. 
Therefore, by exact sequence (ii) we see that A* is onto. Thus by (iv) we 
have Ann, I+ Ann, J= Ann,(Zn J). 
(3) + (2) Let K = Ra I + . . . Ra, be a finitely generated ideal of R. We 
will prove that Ann,(Ann, K) = K by induction on n, the case n = 1 being 
part of our assumption. Let I= Ra, + . . + Ra, ~ i and J = Ra, ; and let 
I’ = Ann, I and J’= Ann, J. Since R is a coherent ring, I’ and J’ are 
finitely generated ideals of R. Now Ann, K = Ann.(I + J) = Ann, In 
Ann, J = I’ n J’. Hence Ann,(Ann. K) = Ann,(I’ n J’) = Ann, I’+ 
Ann, J’ = I + J = K. Thus R has the double annihilator condition on finitely 
generated ideals. 
(2) + (3) Let I and J be finitely generated ideals of R, and let 
I’ = Ann, I and J’ = Ann, J. Since R is a coherent ring, I’ and J’ are 
finitely generated ideals of R. Now Ann,(I’ + J’) = Ann, I’ n Ann, J’ = 
I n J. Hence Ann, I + Ann, J = I’ + J’ = Ann.(Ann.(I’ + J’)) = 
Ann.(Zn J). 
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(3) +- (1) By Proposition 3.3 it is sufficient to prove that R is semi- 
injective. Let K be a finitely generated ideal of R. We shall prove that 
Extk(R/K, R) = 0 by induction on the number of generators of K. Assume 
first that K = Ra, a E R; and let f: Ra + R be an R-homomorphism. Then if 
b=f(a), we have Ann, ac Ann, 6. But then because of the double 
annihilator condition on principal ideals we have Rb c Ra. Thus b = ta, 
t E R, and if we define g: R -+ R by g( 1) = t, then g extends J: Hence we 
have Exth(R/Ra, R) = 0. Now assume that K is generated by n > 1 
generators: K = Ra, + ... +Ra,. Let I=Ra, + ... +Ra,-, and J=Ra,; 
then by induction we have Extk(R/I, R)@ Extk(R/J, R) =O. Now by 
diagram (iv), condition (3) guarantees that I,* is onto. Hence it follows 
from exact sequence (ii) that Extk(R/K, R) = Extk(R/(Z+ J), R) = 0. Thus 
R is semi-injective. 
DEFINITION. An ideal of a ring is said to be irreducible if it is not the 
intersection of two properly larger ideals. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let R be a quasi-local, semi-regular ing. Then 0 is an 
irreducible ideal of R. 
Proof: Suppose that I and J are proper non-zero ideals of R such that 
In J= 0. Then there exist non-zero elements a E I and b E J such that 
Ran Rb = 0. By Proposition 4.1 we have R = Ann, 0 = Ann,(Ra n Rb) = 
Ann, Ra + Ann, Rb. Since R is a quasi-local ring we must have say that 
Ann, Ra= R. But then a= 0, and this contradiction proves that 0 is 
irreducible. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let R be a commutative ring with 1. Then: 
(1) If0 + A + B + C -+ 0 is an exact sequence of R-modules uch that 
A is finitely generated and B is finitely presented, then C is finitely presented. 
(2) If R is a coherent ring and A is a finitely presented R-module, then 
Hom,(A, R) and Ext”,(A, R) are finitely presented R-modules for all n > 0. 
Proof: (1) Let F and G be finitely generated free R-modules mapping 
onto A and C with kernels K and L, respectively. Then by [ 1, 
Proposition 2.2, p. SO] there exists a mapping 4 of F@ G onto B such that 
Ker 4 maps onto L. Since B is finitely presented, Ker 4 is finitely generated, 
and hence L is finitely generated also. Thus C is finitely presented. 
(2) Let F be a finitely generated free R-module mapping onto A with 
kernel K. Since A is finitely presented and R is a coherent ring, K is also 
finitely presented. Let * = Hom,( -, R); then we have an exact sequence: 
0 + A* -+ F* -+ K* -+ Ext;(A, R) -+ 0. 
481.‘95/2-4 
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Let C = Im F* c K*; then C is finitely generated; and let G be a finitely 
generated free R-module mapping onto K. Then C c K* c G*; and because 
R is a coherent ring it follows that C is finitely presented. Thus from the 
exact sequence 0 -+ A* -+ F* + C + 0, we see that A* is finitely presented. 
Since K is finitely presented, the preceding paragraph applied to K shows 
that K* is finitely presented. Hence from the exact sequence 0 + C + 
K* -+ ExtX( A, R) -+ 0 and part (1) we conclude that ExtX(A, R) is finitely 
presented. Assuming that Ext”,(K, R) is finitely presented by induction on 
n, the isomorphism Ext”,+ I (A, R) z Ext”,(K, R) shows that Ext”,+ ‘(A, R) is 
finitely presented. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring with 1, and let 
* = Hom,( -, R). Then if A is an R-module, there is a canonical mapping 
A--+A** given by x+x*, where x*(j) =f(x) for all x E A andfE A*. A is 
said to be a reflexive R-module if this mapping is an isomorphism. 
Remarks. One of the equivalent conditions for a Noetherian ring to be 
a quasi-Frobenius ring is that every finitely generated R-module be 
reflexive (see [S, Chap. 5, Exercise 163). That this is a special case of a 
similar characterization of semi-regular ings is demonstrated by the next 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let R be a commutative ring with 1. Then the follow- 
ing statements are equivalent: 
(1) R is a semi-regular ing. 
(2) R is a coherent ring, and every finitely presented R-module is 
reflexive. 
Proof. (1) => (2) Let A be a finitely presented R-module, and let F be 
a finitely generated free R-module mapping onto A with kernel K. Then K 
is finitely presented; and by Proposition 3.1, we have an exact sequence: 
O+A*-+F*+K*-+O. 
Now R is a coherent ring by Proposition 2.3, and hence by Lemma 4.3, A* 
and K* are finitely presented. Thus by Proposition 3.1 we have a com- 
mutative diagram with exact rows: 
o-oi’ i;-=i -O 
O-K**- F** ----+A**-0. 
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It follows that a is onto. Aplying this result to K, we see that fi is also onto. 
But it then follows that CI is an isomorphism. 
(2) = (1) Let Z be a finitely generated ideal of R. Then we have an 
exact sequence: 
O- (R/I)*- R*- I*- Ext;(R/Z, R) - 0. 
Therefore, we have a commutative diagram with exact rows and vertical 
isomorphisms: 
0-I-R 
1 
2 
1 
” 
0 - Exti(R/Z, R)* - Z** - R**. 
It follows that ExtX(R/Z, R)* = 0. But Extk(R/Z, R) is a finitely presented R- 
module by Lemma 4.3, and hence it is a reflexive R-module. Thus 
Extk(R/Z, R) = 0. Therefore, R is a semi-injective R-module. Since R is also 
a coherent ring, R is a semi-regular ing by Proposition 3.3. 
5. O-DIMENSIONAL GORENSTEIN RINGS AND FACTOR RINGS OF PREFER 
RINGS 
A local quasi-Frobenius ring is also called an O-dimensional local 
Gorenstein ring. Proposition 5.2 exhibits some necessary and sufficient con- 
ditions for a quasi-local, semi-regular ing to be an O-dimensional local 
Gorenstein ring. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let R be a quasi-local, semi-regular ing with maximal ideal 
M, and let E be the injective envelope of R. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) ErE(R/M). 
(2) Ann, M#O. 
(3) M is$niteIy generated. 
(4) R has an essential simple submodule. 
ProoJ: (1 )o (4) This is an essentially trivial observation. 
(2)-=(3) If M is a finitely generated, then by the double annihilator 
condition of Proposition 4.1, we have Ann, M# 0. Conversely, if 
Ann, M# 0, and a is a non-zero element of Ann, M, then Ann, a = M, 
and because R is a coherent ring, Ann, a is finitely generated. 
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(2)0(4) Of course if R has an essential simple submoduie, then 
Ann,M#O. 
On the other hand suppose that Ann, M # 0, and let A be a non-zero 
cyclic submodule of Ann, M. Then A is a simple R-module, and hence if Z 
is a non-zero ideal of R, then either A c Z or A n Z= 0. Since 0 is an 
irreducible ideal of R by Corollary 4.2, we must have A c I. It follows that 
A = Ann, M and A is an essential simple submodule of R. 
The equivalence of (4), (5), and (6) in the following Proposition 5.2 may 
be found in [2]. However, we shall include a proof for the sake of com- 
pleteness. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Let R be a commutative, quasi-local ring with maximal 
ideal M, and suppose that fir=, M” = 0. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) R is a semi-regular ing and R z E( R/M). 
(2) R is a semi-regular ing and Ann, M # 0. 
(3) R is a semi-regular ing and M is a nilpotent ideal. 
(4) R is Noetherian and RzE(RIM). 
(5) R is a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
(6) R is a Noetherian, O-dimensional ring and 0 is an irreducible ideal 
ofR. 
Proof (1) * (2) Lemma 5.1. 
(2) * (3) Let E be the injective envelope of R. By Lemma 5.1 we 
have Er E(R/M). By Proposition 2.5 we have M”En R = M”, and thus 
(n;= 1 M”E) n R = 0. Since E is an essential extension of R, we have 
n;= I M”E = 0. Now M is the only prime ideal of R. For suppose that P is 
a prime ideal of R and P # M. Let A = Hom,(R/P, E); then A is the injec- 
tive envelope over R/P of RIM. Since R/P is an integral domain, A is 
divisible by the elements of R - P. Let s E M - P; then A = sA, and so 
A = n;= I s”A c fl;= 1 M”E = 0. This contradiction shows that M is the 
only prime ideal of R. Thus every element of M is nilpotent. Since M is 
finitely generated by Lemma 5.1, M is a nilpotent ideal of R. 
(3)+(l) Suppose that M”=O. Let E=E(R); then by 
Proposition 2.5, E = R + ME. Hence E = R + M”E = R. Since Ann, M # 0, 
we have ES E( R/M) by Lemma 5.1. Thus R g E(R/M). 
(1) = (4) We have already proved that M is the only prime ideal of 
R and that it is finitely generated and nilpotent. It follows readily from this 
that R is a Noetherian ring. 
(4) * (5) This is a trivial assertion. 
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(5) * (2) By Proposition 3.4, R is a semi-regular ing. Hence by the 
double annihilator condition (Proposition 4.1), Ann, M # 0. 
(4) * (6) We have already proved that M is the only prime ideal of 
R, and that R is semi-regular. Hence by Corollary 4.2, 0 is an irreducible 
ideal of R. 
(6)+ (4) Since A4 is the only prime ideal of R, it is nilpotent and 
Ann, M# 0. Moreover, since 0 is an irreducible ideal of R, we have 
Ann,Mr R/M and Ann, M is an essential submodule of R. Therefore, 
E = E( R)z E(R/M). Now R has finite length L(R), and L(R) = 
L(Hom,( R, E)) = L(E). But R c E, and so R = E. 
Remarks. (1) It follows easily from Proposition 5.2 that the following 
statements are equivalent: (a) R is a quasi-Frobenius ring; (b) R is a finite 
direct sum of O-dimensional ocal Gorenstein rings; (c) R is a Noetherian, 
semi-local, O-dimensional ring and 0, = {r E R ( 3s E R - Mssr = 0 ) is an 
irreducible ideal of R for every maximal ideal M of R. This result is of 
course well known. 
(2) The following proposition provides some extremely important 
examples of semi-regular ings that are neither quasi-Frobenius rings nor 
regular rings. They provide a further strong motivation for the study of 
semi-regular ings. They also disprove the conjecture that every prime ideal 
of a semi-regular ing is a maximal ideal. 
DEFINITION. An integral domain R is called a Priifer domain if every 
finitely generated ideal of R is projective. Of course a Priifer ring is a 
coherent ring. It is easily proved that an integral domain R is a Priifer 
domain if and only if R, is a valuation ring for every maximal ideal of M 
of R. It is also an easy exercise to prove Hattori’s theorem that an integral 
domain R is a Priifer domain if and only if every torsion-free R-module is 
flat. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let R be a Priifer domain and I a non-zero, finitely 
generated ideal qf R. Then R/I is a semi-regular ing. 
Proof: Since R is a coherent ring and I is a finitely generated ideal of R, 
it follows that R/Z is also a coherent ring. By Proposition 2.3, R/Z is a semi- 
regular ring if and only if every localization of R/Z at a maximal ideal of 
R/Z is a semi-regular ing. Let M be a maximal ideal of R that contains I. 
Then (R/Z),,,r R,/Z,. Thus without loss of generality we can assume that 
R is a quasi-local Priifer domain; i.e., that R is a valuation ring and Z= Ra 
is a non-zero principal ideal of R. 
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Let R = R/Ra, and let A be an R-module. Then from the exact sequence 
O-R+” R + i? + 0, we obtain the exact sequence: 
O- Torf(R, A)- A--i A - AJaA - 0. 
Thus Torp(R, A)rAnn, a. Now let A be an R-module. Then we have 
Torf(R, A)2 A and A/aA = A. Let F be a free R-module mapping onto A 
with kernel K. Then we have an exact sequence: 
0 - Torp(R, A) ---+ K/aK --+ F/aF ---+ A/aA - 0, 
i.e., an exact sequence: 
O-A --+ KjaK- FjaF- A---+ 0. 
Now K is a flat R-module because R is a Priifer domain, and hence 
K/aKgi? OR K is a flat R-module. Since A c K/UK, we see that R is a 
semi-regular ing. 
Remarks. (1) There is an alternative proof of Proposition 5.3 that 
proceeds as follows. As in the given proof of Proposition 5.3 we can reduce 
the problem to the case where R is a valuation ring and Z is a non-zero 
principal ideal of R. If .Z is a finitely generated ideal of R containing Z, then 
J is also a principal ideal and it follows immediately that (I: (Z:J)) = J. 
Thus R/Z is a coherent ring that satisfies the double annihilator condition 
on finitely generated ideals. Hence R/Z is a semi-regular ring by 
Proposition 4.1. 
(2) If R is a Dedekind ring and I a non-zero ideal of R, then by 
Proposition 5.3, R/Z is a Noetherian, semi-regular ing. That is, R/Z is a 
quasi-Frobenius ring by Proposition 3.4. 
(3) Let R be a Priifer domain, Z a non-zero finitely generated ideal of 
R, and J and L finitely generated ideals of R that contain I. Then we have: 
(I: J) + (I: L) = (I: Jn L). 
For R/Z is a semi-regular ing, and hence satisfies the double annihilator 
condition on finitely generated ideals by Proposition 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let R be a coherent integral domain such that 
inj. dim. R = 1; and let Z be a non-zero projective ideal of R. Then RJZ is a 
self-injective, semi-regular ring. 
Proof. Since Z is a projective ideal of R, Z is a direct summand of a 
finitely generated free R-module. Thus inj. dim, I= 1. Hence, if Q is the 
quotient field of R, then Q/Z is an injective R-module. Therefore, 
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Hom,(R/Z, Q/Z) is an injective R/Z-module. Let A = {q E Q ) qZc Z}; then 
Horn ,J R/Z, Q/Z) z A/Z. 
Since Z is an invertible ideal of R, there exist a,,..., a,~ Z and 
41 >..., qn E z- ’ such that 1 = C;= 1 ajqj. Now if q E A, then qai E Z and hence 
qi(qai) E R. Therefore, q = C;= I qi(qai) E R, and so A = R. Hence 
R/Zr Hom,(R/Z, Q/Z) is an injective R/Z-module. 
Since Z is a finitely generated ideal, and R is a coherent ring, R/Z is also a 
coherent ring. Thus R/Z is a semi-regular ing by Proposition 3.3. 
The following definitions are well known, but they are important for the 
study of self-injective, semi-regular ings. 
DEFINITIONS. Let A be a module over a commutative ring R. A is said 
to be linearly compact if every finitely solvable set of congruences x E X, 
(mod A,) (where x, E A and A, is a submodule of A) has a simultaneous 
solution in A. A is said to be semi-compact if this congruence condition 
holds whenever the submodules A, are annihilators of ideals of R. A is said 
to be principally semi-compact if this congruence condition holds whenever 
the submodules A, are the annihilators of principal ideals of R. 
The statement (1) = (2) of the following lemma is [6, Proposition 21, 
but we shall include a proof for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let A be a semi-injective R-module over a commutative ring 
R. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) A is an injective R-module. 
(2) A is semi-compact. 
(3) A is principally semi-compact. 
ProoJ (1) * (2) Let x - x, (mod A,) be a finitely solvable system of 
congruences in A, where x, E A and A, = Ann, Z,, and Z, is an ideal of R. 
Let Z= C, Z,, and define j! Z + A as follows. Let a = C;= 1 a,,, where 
acr, EZ,,; and detinef(a) = Cl= 1 a,~,. Then it is easily seen that f is a well- 
defined R-homomorphism. Since A is an injective R-module, f extends to 
an R-homomorphism g: R -+ A. If x =g( l), then x is a simultaneous 
solution of the congruences. 
(2) * (3) This is a trivial assertion. 
(3) =E- (1) Let Z be an ideal of R andf: I-, A an R-homomorphism. If 
a E Z, then since A is semi-injective, the restriction off to Ra extends to an 
R-homomorphism from R to A; and hence there exists an element x, E A 
such that f(a) = ax,. Let A, = Ann, Ra and consider the system of con- 
gruences x-x, (mod A,). If a ,,..., a, is a finite set of elements of Z, then 
since A is semi-injective, the restriction off to Ra, + ... + Ra, extends to 
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an R-homomorphism from R to A, and hence there exists y E A such that 
a,xa, = a,y for i = l,..., n. But then y is a solution of the finite system x E x,, 
(mod A,). Thus the system is finitely solvable. Therefore, by assumption, 
there exists a simultaneous solution x E X, (mod A,) for all UE A. If we 
define g: R -+ A by g( 1) = x, then g extendsf to all of R. Thus A is injective. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let R be a semi-regular ring. Then: 
(1) R is self-injective if and only if R is semi-compact (or principally 
semi-compact). 
(2) R is a quasi-Frobenius ring tf and only zf every flat R-module is 
semi-compact (or principally semi-compact). 
Proof (1) By Proposition 3.3, R is a semi-injective R-module. Hence 
the conclusion follows from Lemma 5.5. 
(2) By Proposition 3.3, every flat R-module is semi-injective. Hence 
the conclusion follows from Lemma 5.5 and Proposition 3.4. 
Remarks. Let R be an integral domain. It is an easy exercise to show 
that R is a Prufer domain if and only if every divisible R-module is semi- 
injective. Hence if R is a Priifer domain with quotient field Q, and I is a 
non-zero ideal of R, then it follows immediately from Lemma 5.5 that 
inj. dim, I= 1 if and only if Q/Z is semi-compact (or principally semi-com- 
pact). This generalizes [6, Proposition 33. 
Let R be a Priifer domain such that Q/R is principally semi-compact 
(i.e., inj. dim. R = 1). Then Proposition 5.4 shows that R/Z is a self-injec- 
tive, semi-regular ing for every non-zero ideal of R. Proposition 5.7 proves 
the converse of this in the case where R is a valuation ring. 
DEFINITION. A valuation ring R with quotient field Q is said to be 
almost maximal if every proper R-homomorphic image of Q is linearly 
compact. Kaplansky and the author have proved that a valuation ring R is 
almost maximal if and only if inj. dim. R = 1 [6, Theorem 41. 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let R be a valuation ring. Then R is an almost 
muximal valuation ring if and only if RIRa is a self-injective, semi-regular 
ring for every, non-zero, principal idea Ra of R. 
Proof If R is an almost maximal valuation ring, then R/Ra is a self- 
injective, semi-regular ing for every non-zero principal ideal Ra of R by 
Proposition 5.4. Conversely, suppose that this condition is true. Let Q be 
the quotient field of R and K= Q/R. Suppose that R is not almost 
maximal; then K is not an injective R-module. Let C be an injective 
envelope of K, and let x E C - K. Since C is a torsion R-module, there exists 
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non-zero, - ’ element 
Lom,(R/Ra, K)n~n~~~R(R/Ra, C). 
aeR such that ax=O. Thus 
Now Hom,(R/Ra, K) z Ann, Ra = Ra- I/R z R/Ra is an injective RfRa- 
module, and hence is a proper, non-zero direct summand of 
Hom,(R/Ra, C)r Ann, Ra = A c C. However, the submodules of K are 
linearly ordered, and C is an essential extension of K. Thus every pair of 
non-zero submodules of C has a nonzero intersection. Thus A cannot have 
a proper, non-zero, direct summand. This contradiction proves that R is an 
almost maximal valuation ring. 
Remarks. Let R be an h-local, Pri.ifer domain. Then inj. dim, R = 1 if 
and only if R/I is a self-injective, semi-regular ring for every non-zero, 
finitely generated ideal I of R. For since R is h-local, 
inj. dim. R = sup,,,, inj. dim., R,; and hence inj. dim, R = 1 if and only if 
R, is an almost maximal valuation ring for every maximal ideal M of R. 
The conclusion now follows from Proposition 5.7. 
Now let R be an almost maximal valuation ring with maximal ideal M, 
let a be a non-zero element of M, and i? = R/Ra. Then R is a self-injective, 
semi-regular ring by Proposition 5.4. Hence it follows readily from - - 
Lemma 5.1 that i? is the injective envelope of R/M over R if and only if M 
is a principal ideal of R. 
The following Proposition 5.8 provides a converse to Proposition 5.4 if R 
is a Noetherian domain. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let R he a Noetherian integral domain. Then R is a l- 
dimensional Gorenstein ring (i.e., inj. dim. R = 1) if and only if R/Ra is a 
quasi-Frohenius ring for every non-zero principal ideal Ra of R. 
Prooj If inj. dim, R = 1, then R/Ra is a quasi-Frobenius ring by 
Propositions 5.4 and 3.4. 
Conversely, suppose that R/Ra is a quasi-Frobenius ring for every non- 
zero principal ideal Ra of R. Let M be a maximal ideal of R and a # 0 an 
element of M. Then R,/R,,,a is a local quasi-Frobenius ring, and hence is 
an Artinian ring by Proposition 5.2. Thus R is a l-dimensional ring, and 
without loss of generality we can assume that R is a local ring. Now 
(Ra : M)JRa 2 RIM by Proposition 5.2. But (Ra : M)/Ra = M- ‘a/Ra 2 
M--‘/R. Therefore, M-‘/RrR/M, and hence inj. dim, R = 1 by [7, 
Theorem 13.11. 
The equivalence of (1) and (3) in the following Corollary 5.9 is [7, 
Theorem 13.3). 
COROLLARY 5.9. Let R be a l-dimensional, Noetherian, local, integral 
domain. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
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(1) R is a Gorenstein ring (i.e., inj. dim, R= 1). 
(2) There exists an element a E R such thut RjRa is a quasi-Frobenius 
ring. 
(3) There exists an element a E R such that Ra is a proper, non-zero, 
irreducible ideal of R. 
In this case every principal ideal of R is irreducible. Moreover, if I is a 
non-zero irreducible ideal of R, then R/I is a quasi-Frobenius ring and 
RlIr I- l/R. 
Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from the proof of 
Proposition 5.8; and the equivalence of (2) and (3) follows from 
Proposition 5.2. 
Now suppose that R is a Gorenstein ring, and that I is a non-zero 
irreducible ideal of R. Then R/I is a quasi-Frobenius ring by 
Proposition 5.2. Let M be the maximal ideal of R, Q the quotient field of R, 
and Q/R = K. Then Kg E( R/M) by [7, Theorem 13.11, and hence 
I.-‘/R = Ann, IrHom,(R/M, K)ZHom,(R/I, E(R/M)). Hence I-‘/R is 
the injective envelope over R/I of R/M. But R/I is the injective envelope 
over R/I of RIM by Proposition 5.2. Thus R/I%I-‘/R. 
6. NON-ESSENTIAL PRIME IDEALS 
DEFINITION. A non-zero ideal I of a commutative ring R is said to be a 
non-essential ideal if there exists a non-zero ideal J of R such that In J = 0. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let R be a semi-regular ring, J an ideal of R, 
I = Ann, J, and suppose that In J= 0. Let A be an injective envelope of I in 
E = E(R), and B a submodule of E such that E = A @ B. Then: 
(1) A n R = I, and A = Ann, J; thus A is the only injective envelope of 
I in E. 
(2) Ann, A = B n R and B n R contains every ideal L of R such that 
L n I = 0. Thus B n R depends only on J, and not the choice of B. 
(3) Jc B, BzE(J), and Ann, B= I. 
(4) AgE(R/(BnR)), B%E(R/I), EgE(R/(BnR))@E(R/I). Thus B 
is an injective envelope of R/I over R/I and is flat over R/I. 
(5) If I is an intersection of prime ideals of R, then RjI is a reduced 
semi-coherent ring. 
Proof. If C is a submodule of E and L is an ideal of R such that 
L n C = 0, then LC = 0. For suppose that there exists x E C and r E L such 
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that rx #O. Then there exists TV R such that 0 # trxE R. But by 
Proposition 2.5, trx E rE n R = Rr c L and hence trx E L n C = 0. This con- 
tradiction shows that LC = 0. We shall repeatedly use this property in the 
proof of the proposition. 
(1) By definition we have Zc A n R. Conversely, let r E A n R and 
suppose that r $ Z. Then there exists b E J such that rb #O. Since A is an 
essential extension of Z, there exists t E R such that 0 # trb EZ. But trb E J 
and In J= 0. This contradiction shows that I= A n R. 
Now JnA=Jn(AnR)=JnZ=O, and hence JA=O. If A#Ann,J, 
then there exists 0 # r in Bn R such that Jr = 0. But then r E In B = 0. This 
contradiction shows that A = Ann, J. 
(2) We have (BnR)nA=O and hence (BnR)A=O. On the other 
hand we have 1 =u+v, where u&A and VEB; so that if rGR and rA=O, 
then r = rv E B n R. Therefore, Ann, A = B n R. Let L be an ideal of R such 
that LnZ=O. Then LnA=Ln(AnR)=LnZ=O, and so LA=O. Thus 
LcBnR. 
(3) Since Jn J= 0, we have Jc (B n R) by (2). Suppose that B is not 
an essential extension of J. Since B is an essential extension of Bn R, there 
exists OfrEBnR such that RrnJ=O. Hence rJ=O, and so rEZnB=O. 
This contradiction shows that B is an essential extension of J and hence 
BrE(J). 
Now In B = 0, and hence ZB = 0. If r E R and rB = 0, then rJ= 0, and so 
r E I. Therefore, Z = Ann R B. 
(4) Now we have 1 = u+ v, where UE A and VE B; and it is easily 
seen that Ann,v=AnR=Z and Ann,u=BnR. Hence RurR/(BnR) 
and Rvr R/Z. Since I= Zu and (B n R) = (Bn R) v, it follows that 
A=E(Z)=E(Ru)rE(R/(BnR)); and B=E(BnR)=E(Rv)zE(R/I). 
Since ZB = 0 and B is flat over R, and is the injective envelope of R/Z over 
R, B has the same properties over R/Z. 
(5) If Z is an intersection of prime ideals of R, then R/Z is a reduced 
ring. Since B= E(R/Z) is a flat R/Z-module, it follows from [lo, 
Theorem 1.161 that min R/Z is compact. Hence by Proposition 1.1, R/Z is a 
semi-coherent ring. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let R be a semi-regular ing and P a non-essential 
prime ideal or R. Then there exists an idempotent element eE R such that 
P = R( I - e), Furthermore, P is both a maximal and a minimal prime ideal of 
R; and Rez R/P2 R, is an injective simple R-module. Zf E = E(R), then 
E=Re@PE=Re@(l-e)E. 
Proof We will show first that E = R + PE. For suppose that x E E - R; 
then it is easily seen that (R:x) is an essential ideal of R, and hence 
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(R :x) d P. Thus there exists s E (R :x) such that s $ P. Now 
sx E SE n R = Rs by Proposition 2.5. Hence there exists Y E R such that 
sx = sr. Thus x - r E Ann, s= (Ann, s) E by Proposition 2.5. Since s $ P, 
Ann, s c P, and thus x e R + PE. Therefore, E = R -t PE. 
Since P is a non-essential ideal of R, there exists a non-zero element 
aER such that RanP=Q. Hence aP=O, and so PcAnn,a. But P is a 
prime ideal of R and a 4 P, and thus Ann, a = P. Therefore, 
aE= RafaPE= Ra. 
Now PE is the unique injective envelope of P in E. For since PE n R = P 
by Proposition 2.5, PE is an essential extension of P. On the other hand let 
B be an essential extension of P in E. If x f B, then Rax n P c aE n P = 
Ran P = 0. But B is an essential extension of P and so ax = 0. Therefore 
xEAnn,a=(Ann,a)E=PE, and so BcPE. Thus PE is the unique 
maximal essential extension of P in E, and so PE is the unique injective 
envelope of P in E. Thus there is an R-submodule A of E such that 
E=A@PE. 
Since P= PE n R, we have R/P= Rl(PEn R)r(R+ PE)JPE= 
E/PEr A. Hence R/P is a flat R-module. Thus by Proposition 2.6, P is both 
a maximal and a minimal prime ideal of R and R/Pr R, is an injective, 
simple R-module. Since Ra n P = 0, and P is a maximal ideal of R, we have 
R = Ra 0 P. Since Ra is a direct summand of R, there exists e E R, such 
that e2 =e and Ra = Re. Hence P= R(l -e) and R/P2 Re. Now 
eE=aE=Ra=Re. Hence E=eE@(l-e)E=Re@PE. 
Remarks. Let R be a semi-regular ing, S a simple submodule of R, and 
M = Ann, S. Then M is a maximal ideal of R; and since R is a coherent 
ring, M is a finitely generated ideal of R. Now either S2 = 0 or S2 = S. If 
S2 = 0, then S c M, and M is not a flat ideal. For if M is flat, then R/M is 
flat by Proposition 2.4; and hence there exists c E M such that cS = S. But 
CS = 0, and this contradiction shows that M is not flat. On the other hand 
if S2 = S, then S = Re, where e2 = e; and hence M = R( 1 - e) is a direct 
summand of R, and of course a non-essential prime ideal of R. 
Proposition 6.2 has shown that every nonessential prime ideal of R is of 
this form. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let R be semi-regular ring, let {Pl} be the set of dis- 
tinct non-essential prime ideals qf R, and for each u let e, be an idempotent 
element of R such that P, = R( 1 -e,). Let J= C, Re, and I= n, P,, and 
E = E(R). Then: 
(1) If CL # fl, then e,elc = 0 and so J = C, @ Re,. Hence J is a projec- 
tive ideal of R, R/J is a jlat R-module, and RjJ is a semi-regular ring. 
Moreover J is the sum qf all of the simple flat submodules of R, and JE = J. 
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(2) I = Ann, J, In J= 0, and R/I is a reduced semi-coherent ring. 
(3) If Pz I is a maximal ideal of R, then R/P is flat if and only if 
I, = 0. 
(4) E(I)= fll P,E; and E(J)gE(R/I)rn R, is a direct product of 
,fields; and E z E(I) 0 E( R/I). 
(5) The set {Pai is exactly the set of prime ideals of R that do not 
contain J. 
Proof: (1) Since Re, is a simple R-module by Proposition 6.2, we 
have Re,r\ Re,=O if c( #/I; and thus e,eg=O. Thus J=C.@ Re, is the 
direct sum of the Re,‘s, and hence J is a projective ideal of R. Therefore by 
Proposition 2.4, R/J is a flat R-module; and hence by Proposition 2.6, RjJ 
is a semi-regular ring. By Proposition 6.2 we have e, E = Re,, and thus 
JE = J. It is clear from the Remarks preceding this proposition that J is the 
sum of all of the flat simple submodules of R. 
(2) Ann,J=fi,Ann,e,=n.P,=Z. To prove that ZnJ=O, it is 
sufficient to prove that J has no non-zero nilpotent elements. Hence sup- 
pose that XE J and x’= 0. Now x = c;= 1 ri e,, where riE R, and 
0 = x’ = C:= I rfe,,. Thus rje,, = 0 and so ri E P, for all i = l,..., n. But then 
riE Pa,, and rie,, = 0 for all i. Thus x = 0. It now follows from 
Proposition 6.1 that R/I is a reduced semi-coherent ring. 
(3) Let PIZ be a maximal ideal of R. If R/P is flat then PR, = 0 by 
Proposition 2.4. Since Zc P, we have I, = 0 also. Conversely, suppose that 
I, = 0. Since I is an intersection of prime ideals of R, it is easily seen that 
R, = R./I, has no non-zero nilpotent elements. By Proposition 2.1, R, is a 
semi-regular ing; and so by Proposition 2.7, R, is a quasi-local regular 
ring; i.e., R, is a field. Therefore PR, = 0; and since PR, = R, for every 
maximal ideal M # P, we see that R/P is a flat R-module, by globalization. 
(4) By Proposition 6.1, E(Z)=Ann,J= naAnnEer= 0, (Ann,e,)E= 
fi, P,E. We also have by Pruposition 6.1 that E(J)zE(R/Z) and that 
Er E(Z) @ E(R/Z). Moreover, E(R/I) is also the injective envelope of R/Z 
over the ring R/I. 
Now R = R/I is a reduced ring; and {P, = P,/I} is a collection of non- 
essential prime ideals of R such that n, P, = 0. Hence by [ 10, 
Proposition 3.51 the R-injective envelope of R is isomorphic to Z7, R,. But 
R,r RpzfIpz = Rpz by statement (3). Hence E(R/Z)g n, RpN. 
(5) Since e, $ P,, it follows that J & P,. On the other hand if P is a 
prime ideal of R and J d P, then there exists e, such that e, 4 P. But then 
P, = R( 1 -e,) c P, and since P, is a maximal ideal of R, we have P, = P. 
Remarks. Let R be a semi-regular ing and J the sum of all of the sim- 
ple, flat submodules of R. (We take J= 0 if R has no simple, flat sub- 
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modules.) Then by Proposition 6.3, R/J is a semi-regular ing, and it would 
be tempting to conjecture that R/J has no simple flat submodules; i.e., no 
non-essential prime ideals. However, Example 7.3 will show that this con- 
jecture is false, even for regular rings. The next proposition shows what 
these prime ideals look like when they do exist. We use the notation of 
Proposition 6.3. 
PROPOSITION 6.4 (Lifting Idempotents). Let R be a semi-regular ring 
and J the sum of all of the simple, flat submodules of R. Let M be a prime 
ideal of R such that JC M. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) M/J is a non-essential prime ideal of RJJ. 
(2) M is a maximal ideal of R, IM = 0, and there exists b E R - J such 
that M=Rb+J. 
(3) M=Re+J where e2=eER-J. 
(4) Thereexistse’=eER-Jsuch that M=Re@C,@Re,(l-e). 
In this case M is both a maximal and a minimal essential prime ideal of R; 
M is a projective ideal of R; M is generated by a set of mutually orthogonal 
idempotent elements and I c M. 
Proof. (1) * (2) By Proposition 6.2, R/Mr (R/J)/(M/J) is a direct 
summand of R/J. Since R/J is a flat R-module by Proposition 6.3, RIM is 
also a flat R-module. Hence by Proposition 2.6, M is both a maximal and a 
minimal prime ideal of R and MR, = 0. Furthermore, there exist elements 
bEM-J and aeR-M such that M=Rb+J and MacJ. Thus 
Malt JZ= 0. However, since M 2 J, M is an essential prime ideal of R by 
Proposition 6.3, and thus al c M. Since a $ M, we have I c M. Therefore, 
IMcMR,=O. 
(2) = (3) It follows from Proposition 6.3 that R/M is a flat R- 
module, and hence MR, = 0 by Proposition 2.6. We will show tht Rb is a 
flat R-module. On the one hand (Rb), c MR, = 0. On the other hand let 
N be a maximal ideal of R different from M. If N=, J, then M = Rb + J 
shows that b $ N and hence (Rb), = R,. If N -6 J, then by Proposition 6.3, 
N = P, is a non-essential prime ideal of R. Since P, R, = 0, we have 
(Rb), = 0 or R,. Thus Rb is a flat R-module by globalization. Therefore 
by Corollary 3.2, Rb is a direct summand of R. Hence Rb = Re where 
e’=eER-J. 
(3)0(4) Given that J=C,@ Re,, this is an obvious equivalence. 
(3)-(l) Since (l-e)M=(l-e)JcJ, and l-e$M, M/J is a 
non-essential prime ideal of R/J. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let R be a semi-regular ring and J the sum of all of 
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the simple flat submodules of R. If R/J has a non-essential prime ideal, then J 
is not finitely generated, and R is not a self-injective ring. 
Proo$ Let M be a prime ideal of R such that Mz J and M/J is a non- 
essential prime ideal of R/J. By Proposition 6.4, M is a maximal ideal of R, 
M = Re + J, where e2 = e E R -J, and M is a flat R-module. Now M is not 
a finitely generated ideal of R. For if M is finitely generated, then by 
Corollary 3.2 M is a direct summand of R; and hence M is a non-essential 
prime ideal of R. But then by Proposition 6.3, M does not contain J. This 
contradiction shows that M is not finitely generated. It follows that J is not 
finitely generated either. 
Now Ann, M= 0. For suppose Ann, Mf 0 and let a be a non-zero 
element of Ann, M. Then M= Ann, a, and since R is a coherent ring, it 
follows that M is finitely generated. This contradiction proves that 
Ann,M=O. Let Z=Ann,J; then M(l-e)IcJI=O, and so (1-e)I=O. 
Suppose that R is self-injective. Since In J= 0 by Proposition 6.3, it 
follows from Proposition 6.1 that R = I@ B. Now MI= (Re + J) I= eI= Z, 
and thus M= I@ MB. Therefore, R/M2 B/MB, and so MB is a maximal 
ideal of B. Moreover J= JB c MB; and since (1 - e) I= 0, 1 - e E B. We 
have (1 -e) MB c JB = J, and thus MB/J is a non-essential prime ideal of 
B/J. 
Let {P,> be the set of non-essential prime ideals of R. By 
Proposition 6.3, every R,= is a field, Bgn, RP,, and Jzx,O R,. 
However, by [ 10, Sect. 4, Example 11, B/Jz(nn R,$)/(C,@ Rp,) has no 
non-essential prime ideals. This contradiction shows that R is not a self- 
injective ring. 
We remark that it can indeed be shown that there exists an element 
XEE(R) such that (R:x)=M. 
7 EXAMPLES 
PROPOSITION 7. (The Ring of Dual Numbers). Let K be a regular ring 
and R = K[X], where X2 = 0. Then R is a semi-regular ring; and R is a 
quasi-Frobenius ring if and only if K is a finite direct sum of fields. Every 
prime ideal M of R is a maximal ideal of R, and R, is a local, quasi- 
Frobenius ring. R has no jlat prime ideals, and hence no non-essential prime 
ideals. Moreover, every finitely generated ideal of R is principal. 
Proof: Case I: K is a field. Let y E R; then y = a + bX, where a, b E K. 
It is easy to see that y is invertible if and only if a # 0. Thus RX is the only 
non-zero ideal of R. Therefore, R is a Noetherian, O-dimensional, local 
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ring, and 0 is an irreducible ideal of R. Hence by Proposition 5.2, R is a 
local, quasi-Frobenius ring. 
Case II: K is a finite direct sum of fields. Suppose that K = C;= 1 OK,, 
where each K, is a field. Let Ri = K,[X], where X2 = 0. Then it is easily seen 
that Rzx;= I @ Ri. Hence by Case I, R is a finite direct sum of local, 
quasi-Frobenius rings, and hence R is quasi-Frobenius. 
If K is not a finite direct sum of fields, then K has a non-finitely 
generated ideal J. But then JX is a non-finitely generated ideal of R, and 
hence R is not a quasi-Frobenius ring. 
Case III: K is any regular ring. Let Z be an ideal of R and a + AXE Z, 
where a, be K. Then Ka= Ke where e2 = e; and hence a = ce and e= da, 
where c, d E K. Therefore, e + dbX = d( a + bX) E Z, and hence e = e2 = 
(e - dbX)(e + dbX) E Z. Thus a = ce E Z and bX= (a + bX) - a E I. 
Now let Z be a finitely generated ideal of R. We will show that Z is 
generated by an element e+gX, where e2 =e~ K, g2 =g~ K, and ge=e. 
Let yi ,..., y, be the generators of I; yi= a,+ b,X, where a;, biE K. Then as 
we have seen, Z is generated by the elements ai and biX for i = l,..., n. Now 
Ka, + .‘. + Ka, = Ke where e2 = e and Kb, + . . . + Kb, = Kf, where f 2 =f: 
Hence Z is generated by e and fx. Let g = e + f - ef; then g2 = g, ge = e, and 
gf=f: Clearly e and gX generate Z, and hence Z is generated by e + gX. 
It is easy to see that Ann, Z is generated by the element 
(1 -g) + (1 -e) X. Hence Z is a finitely presented ideal of R. Thus R is a 
coherent ring. 
Let M be a prime ideal of R, and let N = Mn K. Then N is a prime, 
hence a maximal, ideal of K, and we have M= N + KX. It follows readily 
that Mis a maximal ideal of R. Now let O,,,,= {PER / ~zER-Mszy=O}. 
Then 0, = N + NX. For if a EN, then there exists CE K- N such that 
ca=O; and hence N+NXcO,. On the other hand let a+bXEO,, 
where a,bEK. Since OMcM, we have aENcO,, and hence bXE0,. 
Therefore, there exists c + dXE R - M, where c, d E K such that 
0 = (c + dX) bX = cbX; and hence 0 = cb. Since c E K - N, we have b E N, 
and thus bX E NX. Therefore 0, = N + NX. 
Let R= K/N and, if a E K, let ti be its image in K. Define 4: R + K[X], 
where X2 = 0, by #(a + bX) = 5 + 6X (where a, b E K). Then 4 is a surjective 
ring homomorphism and Ker 4 = N + NX = 0,. Therefore, R/O,,,, g R[ X]. 
But by Case 1, R[X] is a local, quasi-Frobenius ring. Hence RM = R/O, is 
a local, quasi-Frobenius ring. 
Since we have seen that R is a coherent ring, and that R, is a quasi- 
Frobenius ring (i.e., a Noetherian semi-regular ing by Propositon 3.4) for 
every maximal ideal M of R, it follows from Proposition 2.3 that R is a 
semi-regular ing. 
Suppose that P is a flat prime ideal of R. Then by Proposition 2.4, R/P is 
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flat. Hence, since XE P, it follows that there exists y = c + dX in R-P, 
where c, d E K, such that 0 = yX= cX. Hence c = 0, and so y = dX E R - P. 
This contradiction shows that P is not flat. 
By Proposition 6.2, a non-essential prime ideal of R is a direct summand 
of R; and hence R has no non-essential prime ideals. 
LEMMA 7.2. Let K be a regular ring and R = K[X], where X2 = X. Then 
R is a regular ring. 
Proof: R is easily seen to be reduced. Since R is integral over the O- 
dimensional ring K, R is also O-dimensional. Thus R is a regular ring. 
DEFINITIONS. Let F be a field and for each positive integer n let Fn = F. 
Let S= n, F,, and let K be the set of elements of S that are constant for all 
but a finite number of indices n. Let e be an element of S with an infinite 
number of O’s and an infinite number of l’s, and no other coordinates. 
PROPOSITION 7.3. With the precedig definitions let R = K[e], let J be the 
sum of all of the simple flat submodules of R,. and let M= Re + J. Then R is 
a regular ring and M/J is a non-essential prime ideal of R/J. 
Proof: Now K is a regular ring, and R is a homomorphic image of a 
ring of the type of Lemma 7.2. Thus R is also a relgular ring. Let e, be the 
element of R that is 1 in the nth place and 0 elsewhere, and let 
P, = R( 1 - e,). Then R/P, z F,, , and hence P, is a non-essential prime ideal 
of R. Since r) P,, = 0, it follows from [ 10, Proposition 3.61 that the P,‘s are 
the only non-essential prime ideals of R. Thus J= C, @ Re,. 
Since 1 - e $ M and (1 - P) MC J, it is suffkient to prove that A4 is a 
maximal ideal of R. Let y = c + de, where c, de K, be an element of R - M. 
Then c $ J, and hence every coordinate of c is equal to 1 from some point 
on. Therefore, R = Rc + J c Ry + M c R. Hence A4 is maximal ideal of R, 
and is a non-essential prime ideal of R. 
Note added in prooJ: It has been conjectured by Abraham Zaks that the converse of 
Proposition 5.3 should be true, and that this would generalize the theorem of L. S. Levy that if 
R is a Noetherian domain, then R is a Dedekind ring if and only if R/I is a quasi-Frobenius 
ring for every non-zero ideal I of R [L. S. Levy, Commutative rings whose homeomorphic 
images are self-injective, Pa@ J. Math. 18 (1966), 149-1531. 
Zaks’ conjecture is in fact true and we append a short proof of this result. 
THEOREM. Let R be an integral domain. Then R is a Priifer domain if and only $ R/I is a 
semi-regular ring .for every non-zero, finitely generated ideal I of R. 
Proof If R is a Priifer domain, then the result is Proposition 5.3. Conversely assume the 
“if’ part of the theorem. 
Let I be a non-zero, finitely generated ideal of R, let x be a non-zero element of I, and let 
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i? = R/Rx. Then Ann,#/Rx) = (IP’x)/Rx, and since R is semi-regular and hence a coherent 
ring, (I-‘x)/Rx is a finitely generated ideal of R. Therefore I-’ is a finitely generated R- 
module. Moreover, AnnK(Im ‘x/Rx) = I- ’ - ‘/Rx, and so by the double annihilation condition 
in I? we have I= 1-l-l. 
Let Q be the quotient field of R, and let S= {qe Q ) qIc I). Then S= R; for let qE S, and 
q = c/b, where c, b G R and b # 0. Now (Ib: Rb) = I, and hence since R/lb is semi-regular we 
have Rb = (Ib : (Ib: Rb)) = (Ib: I). But c E (Ib : I), and so c E Rb. Thus q E R and we have S = R. 
Now (I:ZI-‘) = I; for if no (I:II-‘), then al-‘c S= R, and so UE I-‘-’ = I. Since II-’ is a 
finitely generated ideal of R and R/I is semi-regular, we have II-’ = (I: (I: II-‘)) = (I: I) = R. 
Thus I is an invertible ideal of R. 
Thus we have shown that every non-zero linitely generated ideal of R is invertible; i.e., that 
R is a Priifer domain. 
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